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DCI – Arson Bureau 
Field Photographic Log Sheet 

 
Case # 20-5129  S/A Kevin Heimerl  Photo Date 07/02/2020 

 
 

Image # Camera Direction Photo Description 
1  Southeast Intersection north of scene / Illinois Ave @ S. 15th St 
2  Southeast Road sign at intersection north of scene 
3  South Overview from north 
4  South Overview from north 
5  South Overview from north 
6  South Overview from north 
7  Southeast Medium view from north 
8  East Medium view from west 
9  North Overview from intersection south of scene 
10  Northeast Road signs at intersection south of scene 
11  Northeast Medium view from southwest 
12  North Medium view from south 
13  Northwest Medium view from southeast 
14  Northwest Medium view from southeast 
15  Southwest Medium view from northeast 
16  West Medium view from east 
17  West Blood stains on east alley apron 
18  Southwest Blood stains at east alley apron 
19  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.20 Sig Sauer P320 9mm semi-

automatic pistol 
20  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.20 – Sig Sauer P320 9mm semi-

automatic pistol 
21  Southeast Evidence Item 20-5129/2.16 – Taser wire on east side of street 
22  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.16 – Taser wire on east side of street 
23  Overhead  Evidence Item 20-5129/2.16 – Taser wire on east side of street 
24  East Driveway apron leading to alley on east side of roadway 
25  East Blood stains on east driveway apron to alley 
26  Overhead Blood stains on east driveway apron to alley 
27  East Blood stains on east driveway apron to alley 
28  East Blood stains on east driveway apron to alley 
29  Overhead Blood stains on east driveway apron to alley 
30  Overhead Blood stains on east driveway apron to alley 
31  East Blood stains on east driveway apron to alley 
32  Overhead Blood stains on east driveway apron to alley 
33  East Blood stains on east edge of roadway near east alley driveway 

apron 





Image # Camera Direction Photo Description 
73  North Body bag seal 
74  North Body bag seal 
75  North Body bag seal 
76  Northwest Evidence Items marked inside canopy after decedent removed 
77  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.17 – Medical trauma supplies 
78  Northwest Evidence marker #19 added to scene at east alley entrance 
79  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.8 – Taser AFID 
80  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.8 – Taser AFID 
81  North Evidence items in northwest quadrant of scene 
82  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.1 – Taser electronic control device 
83  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.1 – Taser electronic control device 
84  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.1 – Taser electronic control device 
85  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.1 – Taser electronic control device 
86  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.1 – Taser electronic control device 
87  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.1 – Taser electronic control device 
88  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.1 – Taser electronic control device 
89  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.1 – Taser electronic control device 
90  West Evidence Item 20-5129/2.2 – Fired 9mm casing 
91  West Evidence Item 20-5129/2.2 – Fired 9mm casing 
92  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.2 – Fired 9mm casing 
93  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.2 – Fired 9mm casing 
94  North Evidence Item 20-5129/2.3 – Fired 9mm casing 
95  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.3 – Fired 9mm casing 
96  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.3 – Fired 9mm casing 
97  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.3 – Fired 9mm casing 
98  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.3 – Fired 9mm casing 
99  West Evidence Item 20-5129/2.4 – Blood stain on pavement in west 

side of street 
100  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.4 – Blood stain on pavement in west 

side of street 
101  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.4 – Blood stain on pavement in west 

side of street 
102  Southeast Evidence Item 20-5129/2.5 – Fired 9mm casing 
103  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.5 – Fired 9mm casing 
104  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.5 – Fired 9mm casing 
105  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.5 – Fired 9mm casing 
106  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.5 – Fired 9mm casing 
107  Southeast Evidence Item 20-5129/2.6 – Fired 9mm casing 
108  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.6 – Fired 9mm casing 
109  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.6 – Fired 9mm casing 
110  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.6 – Fired 9mm casing 
111  Southeast Evidence Item 20-5129/2.7 – Taser blast door 
112  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.7 – Taser blast door 
113  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.7 – Taser blast door 



Image # Camera Direction Photo Description 
114  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.8 – Taser AFID 
115  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.8 – Taser AFID 
116  Northwest Evidence Item 20-5129/2.9 – Fired 9mm casing 
117  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.9 – Fired 9mm casing 
118  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.9 – Fired 9mm casing 
119  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.9 – Fired 9mm casing 
120  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.9 – Fired 9mm casing 
121  Southeast Evidence Item 20-5129/2.10 – Taser blast door 
122  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.10 – Taser blast door 
123  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.10 – Taser blast door 
124  Southeast Evidence Item 20-5129/2.11 – Japanese Sai on east 

sidewalk/entrance to east alley 
125  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.11 – Japanese Sai on east 

sidewalk/entrance to east alley 
126  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.11 – Japanese Sai on east 

sidewalk/entrance to east alley 
127  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.11 – Japanese Sai on east 

sidewalk/entrance to east alley 
128  North Evidence Item 20-5129/2.12 – Japanese Sai in roadway 

southeast of decedent 
129  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.12 – Japanese Sai in roadway 

southeast of decedent 
130  East Evidence Item 20-5129/2.13 – Fired 9mm casing 
131  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.13 – Fired 9mm casing 
132  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.13 – Fired 9mm casing 
133  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.13 – Fired 9mm casing 
134  Southeast Evidence Item 20-5129/2.14 – Fired 9mm casing 
135  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.14 – Fired 9mm casing 
136  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.14 – Fired 9mm casing 
137  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.14 – Fired 9mm casing 
138  East Evidence Item 20-5129/2.15 – Taser probe and attached wire 
139  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.15 – Taser probe and attached wire 
140  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.15 – Taser probe and attached wire 
141  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.15 – Taser probe and attached wire 
142  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.1 – Taser electronic control device 

after cartridge removed 
143  Overhead Taser electronic control device serial number inside cartridge 

port 
144  Southeast Evidence Item 20-5129/2.16 – Taser wire on east side of 

roadway 
145  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.16 – Taser wire on east side of 

roadway 
146  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.16 – Taser wire on east side of 

roadway 



Image # Camera Direction Photo Description 
147  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.17 – Medical trauma supplies under 

canopy east side of decedent location 
148  North Evidence Item 20-5129/2.18 – Blood stained medical sheet 

removed from decedent 
149  East Evidence Item 20-5129/2.19 – Blood stain on east alley 

driveway apron 
150  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.19 – Blood stain on east alley 

driveway apron 
151  Northwest Sheboygan PD patrol vehicle #9 parked on north side of scene 
152  Northwest Sheboygan PD patrol vehicle #9 parked on north side of scene 
153  East Sheboygan PD patrol vehicle #9 parked on north side of scene 
154  South Sheboygan PD patrol vehicle #9 parked on north side of scene 
155  Southwest Sheboygan PD patrol vehicle #9 parked on north side of scene 
156  Overhead VIN plate of Sheboygan PD patrol vehicle #9 
157  East VIN tag at driver’s door of Sheboygan PD patrol vehicle #9 
158  East Interior driver’s seat of Sheboygan PD patrol vehicle #9 
159  North Interior driver’s seat of Sheboygan PD patrol vehicle #9 
160  East Interior driver’s seat of Sheboygan PD patrol vehicle #9 
161  East Interior driver’s seat of Sheboygan PD patrol vehicle #9 
162  East Interior driver’s seat of Sheboygan PD patrol vehicle #9 
163  Southeast Interior driver’s seat of Sheboygan PD patrol vehicle #9 
164  East Rear seat of Sheboygan PD patrol vehicle #9 
165  North Rear cargo area of Sheboygan PD patrol vehicle #9 
166  West Rear seat of Sheboygan PD patrol vehicle #9 
167  West Front passenger seat of Sheboygan PD patrol vehicle #9 
168  West Rifle case in front passenger seat of Sheboygan PD patrol 

vehicle #9 
169  West Rifle case in front passenger seat of Sheboygan PD patrol 

vehicle #9 
170  West Rifle case in front passenger seat of Sheboygan PD patrol 

vehicle #9 
171  North Rear hatch closed on Sheboygan PD patrol vehicle #9 
172  West Front of residence at 1014 S. 15th St. 
173  West Possible defect on front of residence at 1014 S. 15th St. 
174  West Possible defect on front of residence at 1014 S. 15th St. 
175  West Possible defect on front of residence at 1014 S. 15th St. 
176  West Possible defect on front of residence at 1014 S. 15th St. 
177  West Possible defect on front of residence at 1014 S. 15th St. 
178  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.20 – 9mm magazine with ten unfired 

cartridges and one unfired cartridge removed from chamber of 
officer’s handgun 

179  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.20 – 9mm magazine with ten unfired 
cartridges and one unfired cartridge removed from chamber of 
officer’s handgun 



Image # Camera Direction Photo Description 
180  Overhead Evidence Item 20-5129/2.20 – Serial number 
181  Overhead Two 9mm magazines and unfired cartridges from each 

  
 





























































































































FORENSIC DIAGRAMMING REPORT

CASE NUMBER: 000155-8660

REPORTING RECONSTRUCTIONIST: Trooper Jeremy VerGowe

INCIDENT TYPE: Forensic Scene Mapping                                                                                     July 10, 2020
LOCATION: 1014 Sth 14th Street, City of Sheboygan, Sheboygan County, WI 

INCIDENT DATE: July 2, 2020
 

 
 
Request for Assistance:

On July 2, 2020, the WSP TRU was requested to assist with the mapping of an officer involved 
death scene located at 1014 South 14th Street, in the City of Sheboygan, Sheboygan County, Wisconsin.  
I arrived on scene at approximately 9:23 a.m.  Upon arriving on scene, I was briefed by Special Agent 
Kevin Heimerl of the Wisconsin Division of Criminal Investigation (DCI).

Scene Mapping:

The placement of the available physical evidence was measured with a Trimble R10 GNSS 
System.  The R10 allows the user to document the location of points using the GPS and GLONASS satellite 
systems.  It also connects to the Wisconsin Continuously Operating Reference Stations Network 
(WISCORS) using cellular and Wi-Fi technology to obtain GNSS corrections which allow for a high degree 
of accuracy.  The measuring system allows the user to accurately collect three-dimensional data on points 
of interest.  The measurements get stored in an electronic data collector and are later downloaded into a 
computer system for further analysis. The measurements obtained documented the placement of such 
things as weapons, bullet casings, vehicle locations, fluid trails, and other miscellaneous items of interest.  
Control points were also established and measured to integrate total station data with Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicle (UAV) imagery captured by DCI.

Specific Incident Related Distance Measurements:

DCI requested the measurement of various spatial distances, between the officer and the subject, at various points in 
time during the incident being investigated.  In particular, the distance the 
officer was from the subject at the time of taser deployment and firearm 
use was requested.  In order to obtain these distances, video footage from 
an outdoor camera (located on the southwest corner of the Gardner 
Denver Thomas building) was used in conjunction with video footage from 
the officer’s body camera. In viewing the video footage, it was found that 
the time stamp of the outdoor business camera was set 30 seconds ahead 
of the time stamp on the officer’s body camera.

South 15th Street contained numerous pavement cracks that were 
identifiable in the video footage reviewed.  These identifiable pavement 
defects allowed for the accurate placement of the officer and the subject 
within a scaled orthogonal image at the time the events in question took 
place.  The orthogonal image used was created from UAV imagery using 
Pix4Dmapper software, which is professional photogrammetry software 
used for drone mapping (See Figure 1). The images captured with the 
UAV contained control points that were mapped on the ground using the 
Trimble R10 GNSS system.

           

Trimble R10 

Figure 1: Orthogonal Image of Incident Scene   





    The distance between the identified positions of the officer and the subject was measured in the orthogonal image.  It 
was determined that there was approximately 15 feet of distance between the two when the Taser was deployed (See Figure 4).  
The taser was deployed at approximately the same time that the subject began transitioning from a walking movement to a running 
movement.     

B. Initial Firearm Use:

The approximate point at which the officer first uses his firearm can be heard in the video footage from the officer’s body 
camera.  When examining the corresponding video footage from the outdoor business camera, a small white “cloud” appears at 
the street surface behind the chasing subject at this same time period.  This “cloud” appears from the fired bullet contacting the 
pavement. The video footage from the outdoor business camera has a time stamp of 5:53:34 when this occurs (See Figure 5).  
The video frame from the officer’s body camera that corresponds to the chasing subject’s position has a time stamp of 5:53:04 
(See Figure 6).  The pavement defects that were observable in the video footage were used to establish the positions of the officer 
and the subject within the orthogonal image.  There was approximately 12 feet of distance between the two when the first shot was 
fired (See Figure 7).                  

Figure 4: Taser Deployment Distance     

Figure 5: Video Frame from Outdoor Business Camera at Initial Firearm Use.  Red Arrow Points to Cloud from Bullet Strike on Pavement.     

  

 
 

 

   



The video footage indicates that the officer fired six shots within a relatively short period of time.  The video footage 
appears to show the officer stumbling as he’s backing away from the charging subject.  Immediately at the end of the stumble 
movement, there is a definitive point in time in which another of the six shots was discharged.  In the video footage from the officer’s 
body camera, a frame can be seen where the firearm’s slide is in the back position due to cycling of a discharged round.  This 

Figure 6: Video Frame from Officer’s Body Camera at Time of First Firearm Use.     

Figure 7: Initial Firearm Use Distance.     

   

 



Figure 9: Video Frame from Outdoor Business Camera at Firearm Use Following Officer Stumble.  The Red Arrow Points to the White Cloud from 
the Discharged Firearm.       

frame has a time stamp of 5:53:05 (See Figure 8).  The positioning of the approaching subject within this frame was used to locate 
the corresponding video frame within the video footage from the outdoor business camera. The corresponding frame from the 
outdoor video camera has a time stamp of 5:53:35. In the video frame from the outdoor business camera, there is a small white
cloud that emanates from the area where the officer’s firearm is located (See Figure 9).  This would be consistent with the firearm 
discharging at that point in time.  The two video frames were used to establish the positions of the officer and the subject when the 
firearm was discharged. There was approximately 9 feet of distance between the officer and the subject at the time of this firearm 
discharge (See Figure 10).  

Figure 8: Video Frame from Officer’s Body Camera at Time of Firearm Use Immediately Following Stumble.    

   



C. Subject Continues to Pursue Officer Across Street:

Following the initial shots fired by the officer, the subject continued to pursue the officer across the street.  After the 
officer stumbled, it appears that the subject may have initially gained ground on the officer.  It would be difficult to obtain any reliable 
distance measurements at that point because both subjects are initially in line with the viewing angle.  In other words, a view of 
the pursuing subject’s position is concealed by the officer.  

During the crossing of the street, a measurement was taken where the positions of the officer and the chasing subject 
could be reasonably established.  The positions for the orthogonal image were established from a video frame obtained from the 
outdoor video camera.  The frame had a time stamp of 5:53:37 (See Figure 11).  A corresponding frame from the officer’s body 
camera, showing the pursuing subject, was not available because the officer’s orientation is such that the body camera is facing 
away from the pursuing subject as they cross the street. The measured distance between the officer and the subject was 
approximately 5 feet (See Figure 12).  Measurements were also attempted at other various locations as the officer and the subject 
crossed the street.  The measurements fell between 5 and 6 feet for much of the street crossing.  It should be noted that 
measurements were taken at ground level where foot positions could be established based on pavement defects.  The actual 
distance between the subjects’ center of mass and limbs may vary depending on the lean of their bodies and the extension of their 
appendages.                           

Figure 10:  Firearm Use Following Stumble Distance.     

Figure 11:  Video Frame from Outdoor Business Camera as Subject Pursues Officer Across the Street.     

    

 
 

 

   



D. Final Firearm Discharge:

After crossing the street, the officer discharges his firearm one time.  The exact positioning is difficult to establish for the final 
discharge of the firearm because there were no video frames that captured the discharge as was the case in previous instances.  
An approximate positioning of the officer and the subject was established based on the sound recorded by the officer’s body 
camera.  The officer’s body camera showed a time stamp of 05:53:08 when the shot occurred (See Figure 13).  The corresponding 
video frame from the outdoor business camera shows a time stamp of 05:53:38 (See Figure 14). The positioning of the officer 
and subject within the orthogonal image was established from the outdoor business camera video frame. The positioning is 
approximate because there is distortion in the video within this area due to the wide-angle lens of the camera.  The approximate 
distance was measured to be around 12 feet (See Figure 15).              

Figure 12:  Pursuit Distance Across Street Following Firearm Use.     

Figure 13:  Video Frame from Officer’s Body Camera Around Time of Last Firearm Discharge.    

   



Disposition: 
A scaled drawing of the incident scene was created from the mapping data using computer aided drafting software.  

Distance measurements between the officer and the subject, at various times during the incident, were made based off positional 
placement within an orthogonal image of the incident scene.  The placement of the officer and the subject within the scene was 
based on video footage recovered from an outdoor business camera and the officer’s body camera.  The measurements were 
forwarded to DCI for use in their investigation.  If the investigation requires further processing of the collected data, it will be
completed upon the request of the Wisconsin Division of Criminal Investigation or the Sheboygan County District 
Attorney’s Office. In the meantime, the data will be maintained by the Wisconsin State Patrol’s Technical Reconstruction Unit.

Respectfully Submitted,

Jeremy J. VerGowe
WSP Technical Reconstruction Unit
433 W. St. Paul Avenue Suite 300
Milwaukee, Wisconsin  53203
jeremy.vergowe@dot.wi.gov

Figure 14: Video Frame from Outdoor Business Camera at Approximate Time of Last Firearm Discharge.       

Figure 15:  Final Discharge of Firearm Distance.     
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12:56:41 07/02/2020 - RAKOW, ERIN
DPW CONTACTED TO REMOVE ALL BARRICADES.





07/02/20                  SHEBOYGAN POLICE DEPARTMENT                      1245
13:04                          CALL DETAIL REPORT                   Page:     2

BROOKS, KI 06:01:00 07/02/20 ENG186 ARRV F1B  SFD  incid#=X20-02649 ARRIVED ON
                                                   SCENE call=27f
BROOKS, KI 06:01:10 07/02/20 MED185 ARRV M1   SFD  incid#=X20-02157 ARRIVED ON
                                                   SCENE call=27e
BROOKS, KI 06:01:59 07/02/20 MED185 ASSG M1   SFD  incid#=X20-02157 ASSIGNED TO
                                                   A CALL call=27e
BROOKS, KI 06:02:28 07/02/20 MED185 ENRT M1   SFD  incid#=X20-02157 ENROUTE TO
                                                   A CALL time=06:02:28
                                                   07/02/20   call=27e
BROOKS, KI 06:02:48 07/02/20 TRK187 ENRT F1B  SFD  incid#=X20-02649 ENROUTE TO
                                                   A CALL time=06:02:48
                                                   07/02/20   call=27f
BROOKS, KI 06:04:37 07/02/20 MED185 CANC M1   SFD  incid#=X20-02157 CANCEL CALL
                                                   call=27e
BROOKS, KI 06:05:19 07/02/20 MED185 CANC M1   SFD  incid#=X20-02157 CANCELLED
                                                   UNIT call=27e
BROOKS, KI 06:05:29 07/02/20 MED185 CMPL M1   SFD  incid#=X20-02157 COMPLETED
                                                   CALL call=27e
BROOKS, KI 06:05:58 07/02/20 MED185 LOCT M1   SFD  Unit Location: INDIANA / S
                                                   15
TRK1873    06:06:08 07/02/20 TRK187 ARRV F1B  SFD  (MDC) Arrived on scene
                                                   incid#=X20-02649 call=27f
BROOKS, KI 06:06:51 07/02/20 MED185 ARRV M1   SFD  incid#=X20-02157 ARRIVED ON
                                                   SCENE call=27e
BROOKS, KI 06:06:53 07/02/20 TRK187 CANC F1B  SFD  incid#=X20-02649 CANCELLED
                                                   UNIT call=27f
BROOKS, KI 06:07:02 07/02/20 TRK187 ARRV F1B  SFD  incid#=X20-02649 ARRIVED ON
                                                   SCENE call=27f
VANDRIE, A 06:09:04 07/02/20 424    ASSG C46  SPD  incid#=C20-10782 ASSIGNED TO
                                                   A CALL call=27l
TRK1873    06:12:49 07/02/20 TRK187 RETR F1B  SFD  (MDC)  incid#=X20-02649
                                                   call=27f
TRK1873    06:12:51 07/02/20 TRK187 CMPL F1B  SFD  (MDC) Completed call
                                                   incid#=X20-02649 call=27f
VANDRIE, A 06:17:56 07/02/20 244    ASSG C46  SPD  incid#=C20-10782 ASSIGNED TO
                                                   A CALL call=27l
VANDRIE, A 06:18:51 07/02/20 MED185 ENRT M1   SFD  call=27e
VANDRIE, A 06:18:55 07/02/20 MED185 LOCT M1   SFD  Unit Location: AMMC
WALSH, MAT 06:24:33 07/02/20 244    ENRT C46  SPD  (MDC) Enroute to a call
                                                   incid#=C20-10782 call=27l
WALSH, MAT 06:24:34 07/02/20 244    ARRV C46  SPD  (MDC) Arrived on scene
                                                   incid#=C20-10782 call=27l
BROOKS, KI 06:26:24 07/02/20 MED185 ARVD M1   SFD  incid#=X20-02157 ARRIVED AT
                                                   HOSPITAL call=27e
VANDRIE, A 06:28:49 07/02/20 424    LOCT C46  SPD  Unit Location: SPD
VANDRIE, A 06:28:49 07/02/20 454    LOCT C46  SPD  Unit Location: SPD
VANDRIE, A 06:36:26 07/02/20 432    LOCT C46  SPD  Unit Location: SPD
VANDRIE, A 06:36:26 07/02/20 458    LOCT C46  SPD  Unit Location: SPD
VANDRIE, A 06:36:31 07/02/20 410    ASSG C46  SPD  incid#=C20-10782 ASSIGNED TO
                                                   A CALL call=27l
VANDRIE, A 06:36:35 07/02/20 410    LOCT C46  SPD  Unit Location: SPD
MED1853    06:36:41 07/02/20 MED185 CLRH M1   SFD  (MDC), call=27e
MED1853    06:36:42 07/02/20 MED185 RETR M1   SFD  (MDC)  incid#=X20-02157
                                                   call=27e
MED1853    06:36:43 07/02/20 MED185 CMPL M1   SFD  (MDC) Completed call
                                                   incid#=X20-02157 call=27e
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       11:10:46 07/02/20
229    07:09:19 07/02/20   ASSG
229    07:10:30 07/02/20   LOCT
229    08:15:56 07/02/20   NMIN
239    06:36:55 07/02/20   ASSG
239    06:50:46 07/02/20   CMPL
244    06:17:56 07/02/20   ASSG
244    06:24:33 07/02/20   ENRT
244    06:24:34 07/02/20   ARRV
244    07:01:56 07/02/20   VHIN
244    08:09:14 07/02/20   NMIN
245    07:14:52 07/02/20   ASSG
245    07:14:55 07/02/20   LOCT
245    09:24:44 07/02/20   LOCT
245    09:25:47 07/02/20   LOCT
245    10:24:52 07/02/20   LOCT
245    12:43:15 07/02/20   ENRT
245    12:43:16 07/02/20   ARRV
271    07:29:29 07/02/20   ASSG
271    07:30:32 07/02/20   LOCT
281    07:09:19 07/02/20   ASSG
281    07:10:30 07/02/20   LOCT
281    07:10:45 07/02/20   ENRT
281    07:17:34 07/02/20   LOCT
281    13:03:11 07/02/20   ARRV
281    13:03:12 07/02/20   CMPL
283    07:09:05 07/02/20   ASSG
283    07:10:30 07/02/20   LOCT
283    08:08:18 07/02/20   NMIN
283    13:04:05 07/02/20   VHIN
286    07:09:05 07/02/20   ASSG
286    07:10:30 07/02/20   LOCT
286    07:51:00 07/02/20   NMIN
286    13:04:41 07/02/20   LOCT
298    06:00:48 07/02/20   ASSG
298    07:37:38 07/02/20   LOCT
298    07:37:47 07/02/20   LOCT
298    07:44:25 07/02/20   LOCT
298    08:16:14 07/02/20   LOCT
298    10:49:20 07/02/20   LOCT
401    06:39:58 07/02/20   ASSG
401    07:37:38 07/02/20   LOCT
401    07:37:47 07/02/20   LOCT
401    07:44:25 07/02/20   LOCT
401    08:16:14 07/02/20   LOCT
401    11:45:39 07/02/20   LOCT
401    12:02:52 07/02/20   ENRT
401    12:02:53 07/02/20   ARRV
401    12:27:31 07/02/20   NMIN
401    12:28:12 07/02/20   NMIN
401    12:31:20 07/02/20   VHIN
401    12:31:36 07/02/20   VHIN
401    12:58:42 07/02/20   CMPL
410    06:36:31 07/02/20   ASSG
410    06:36:35 07/02/20   LOCT
410    07:30:16 07/02/20   LOCT
410    07:50:39 07/02/20   LOCT
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410    08:11:11 07/02/20   LOCT
410    10:37:57 07/02/20   LOCT
410    13:03:34 07/02/20   ENRT
410    13:03:35 07/02/20   ARRV
410    13:04:12 07/02/20   NMIN
410    13:04:23 07/02/20   NMIN
424    06:09:04 07/02/20   ASSG
424    06:28:49 07/02/20   LOCT
424    09:34:45 07/02/20   NMIN
424    09:36:48 07/02/20   NMIN
424    09:37:31 07/02/20   NMIN
424    09:38:23 07/02/20   NMIN
424    09:40:43 07/02/20   NMIN
424    09:42:12 07/02/20   NMIN
431    06:55:07 07/02/20   ASSG
431    11:53:36 07/02/20   LOCT
431    12:28:10 07/02/20   ENRT
431    12:28:11 07/02/20   ARRV
431    12:29:14 07/02/20   NMIN
431    12:29:22 07/02/20   NMIN
431    12:29:34 07/02/20   NMIN
431    12:29:59 07/02/20   NMIN
431    12:30:11 07/02/20   NMIN
431    12:31:28 07/02/20   NMIN
431    12:31:52 07/02/20   NMIN
431    12:31:57 07/02/20   NMIN
431    12:32:10 07/02/20   NMIN
431    12:32:23 07/02/20   NMIN
431    12:59:05 07/02/20   OFFD
432    05:52:29 07/02/20   ENRT
432    05:56:00 07/02/20   LOCT
432    06:36:26 07/02/20   LOCT
432    12:26:29 07/02/20   NMIN
432    12:27:10 07/02/20   NMIN
454    05:51:45 07/02/20   ASSG
454    05:56:00 07/02/20   LOCT
454    06:28:49 07/02/20   LOCT
458    05:51:31 07/02/20   ASSG
458    05:52:31 07/02/20   LOCT
458    06:36:26 07/02/20   LOCT
458    10:37:57 07/02/20   LOCT
473    08:55:31 07/02/20   ASSG
473    08:58:18 07/02/20   LOCT
473    08:58:35 07/02/20   ENRT
473    09:05:06 07/02/20   ARRV
473    13:03:08 07/02/20   LOCT
C957   07:20:29 07/02/20   ASSG
C957   08:01:59 07/02/20   ARRV
C957   11:39:49 07/02/20   CMPL
ENG186 05:57:33 07/02/20   ASSG
ENG186 05:58:17 07/02/20   ENRT
ENG186 06:01:00 07/02/20   ARRV
ENG186 08:11:53 07/02/20   NMIN
ENG186 08:19:31 07/02/20   RETR
ENG186 08:19:32 07/02/20   CMPL
ENG186 11:10:58 07/02/20   ASSG
ENG186 11:18:19 07/02/20   ENRT
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ENG186 11:24:57 07/02/20   ARRV
ENG186 11:43:41 07/02/20   RETR
ENG186 11:43:42 07/02/20   CMPL
MED185 05:57:48 07/02/20   ASSG
MED185 05:58:10 07/02/20   ENRT
MED185 06:01:10 07/02/20   ARRV
MED185 08:31:14 07/02/20   RETR
MED185 08:31:15 07/02/20   RETR
MED185 08:31:17 07/02/20   CMPL
MED185 06:01:59 07/02/20   ASSG
MED185 06:04:37 07/02/20   CANC
MED185 06:05:19 07/02/20   CANC
MED185 06:05:29 07/02/20   CMPL
MED185 05:59:10 07/02/20   ASSG
MED185 06:02:28 07/02/20   ENRT
MED185 06:05:58 07/02/20   LOCT
MED185 06:06:51 07/02/20   ARRV
MED185 06:18:51 07/02/20   ENRT
MED185 06:18:55 07/02/20   LOCT
MED185 06:26:24 07/02/20   ARVD
MED185 06:36:41 07/02/20   CLRH
MED185 06:36:42 07/02/20   RETR
MED185 06:36:43 07/02/20   CMPL
TRK187 05:59:25 07/02/20   ASSG
TRK187 06:02:48 07/02/20   ENRT
TRK187 06:06:08 07/02/20   ARRV
TRK187 06:06:53 07/02/20   CANC
TRK187 06:07:02 07/02/20   ARRV
TRK187 06:12:49 07/02/20   RETR
TRK187 06:12:51 07/02/20   CMPL

RESPONDING OFFICERS
-------------------
Unit   Officer
------ --------------------
229    MCMULLEN, T
239    VEESER, JAMES
244    WALSH, MATTHEW
245    EDSON, ERIC
271    OLSEN, PAUL
281    BRAESCH, M
283    MCCARTHY, MIKE
286    RETZER, BRIAN
298    ZEMPEL, KURT
401    RUPNICK, R
410    KEHOE, BRANDON
424    DIETZ, KEVIN
431    ANHALT, TIMOTHY
432    SMITH, JONATHAN
454    ROTIER, ALICIA
458    PRAY, BRYAN
473    YANG, CHEECHIAK
C957   NEHRING, CHRIS
ENG186 ENG1861
MED185 MED1851
MED185 MED1852
MED185 MED1853
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TAMMY W/DCI ARRIVED AT SPD
12:45:14 07/02/2020 - RAKOW, ERIN
244 OFFICER IN CHARGE
12:54:17 07/02/2020 - RAKOW, ERIN
PER 291 TAKING DOWN THE PERIMETER
12:56:41 07/02/2020 - RAKOW, ERIN
DPW CONTACTED TO REMOVE ALL BARRICADES.

CAD E911 DETERMINANT TABLE:











  l 298                  LIEUTENANT, SHIFT COMMANDER    ZEMPEL, KURT    N
  f ENG1861              ENGINE 1861 SHEBOYGAN FIRE DEP ENG1861         Y
  f TRK1873              TRUCK 1873 SHEBOYGAN FIRE DEPT TRK1873         N
  e MED1851              MED 1851 SHEBOYGAN FIRE DEPT   MED1851         Y
  e MED1852              MED 1852 SHEBOYGAN FIRE DEPT   MED1852         N
  e MED1853              MED 1853 SHEBOYGAN FIRE DEPT   MED1853         N
  e C957                 CORONERS OFFICE                NEHRING, CHRIS  N

CAD CALL HISTORY TABLE:

  T When call was opene When call was close S Nature of incid Res C Agen Dis
  - ------------------- ------------------- - --------------- --- - ---- ---
  f 11:10:46 07/02/2020 11:43:42 07/02/2020 2 EMS ADV SEND    SHE 1 SFD
  f 05:56:44 07/02/2020 08:19:32 07/02/2020 1 EMS ADV SEND    SHE 1 SFD
  e 05:56:57 07/02/2020 11:39:49 07/02/2020 1 EMS ADV SEND    SHE 1 SFD







- -  







- -  





On Wednesday July 1st, 2020 at 11:00PM I began my shift as a City of Sheboygan Patrol Officer. This shift 
runs from 11PM to 7AM. I was in full uniform and was driving a fully marked patrol unit, number 12. My 
patrol zone is city wide. Our work schedule is  

. This is my 4th day on. I’ve been a patrol officer for the 
Sheboygan Police Department for 3 years. Except for my training shifts I have been assigned  

. My sleep cycles had been normal throughout my work week, I was well rested prior 
to beginning my shift.  
 
During the course of this shift I worked a hit and run accident, I backed up another officer on a field 
interview and did some security checks on some downtown buildings. There were a total of 4 patrol 
vehicles working the city after 4:00AM on July 2nd. These 4 officers were Pray, Rotier, Smith and Dietz.  
 
At approx. 5:45AM dispatch asked us to log out of our patrol car computer’s Spillman Program. This is a 
normal occurrence for maintenance and updates. Shortly after this dispatch came over the radio and 
advised all city units that there was a male in the vicinity of S. 15th St. and Indiana Ave. with knives. 
Dispatch stated that this male was reportedly coming at a female. Officer Pray stated that he was in the 
area and I stated that I was responding. I was responding from N. Commerce St. and Wisconsin Ave. This 
is about a 2-3 minute drive time at this time of day. I responded immediately but not in emergency mode.  
 
While responding to this call I advised that the person with the knives may be Kevin Ruffin. I advised this 
based on information I had received from dispatch a day or two prior in which C e Ruffin  
called the PD and stated that her son Kevin was outside without his shirt off yelling that he was God. I 
knew that they reside in the immediate area of S. 15th and Indiana and that the current weapons call was 
for this same area as well. Dispatch asked if this was Kevin Ruffin to which I replied that it was. 
 
I then heard that Off. Pray was out with this subject at S. 15th and Illinois. This is about a half a block north 
of S. 15th St. and Indiana Ave. I began heading to that location. While I was en route Off. Pray stated that 
the subject had a knife in each hand. A very short period of time later I advised that I was in the area, I 
then heard Off. Pray come over the radio and say “shots fired” twice. I then arrived on scene. 
 
Upon arriving on scene I saw Off. Pray standing on the east side of S. 15th St. near the curbline. Off. Pray 
had his pistol out and holding in a low ready position. Off Pray was facing a male subject laying face down 
in the street. The male laying in the street – his head was oriented to the west.  
 
I went up to Off. Pray. I could see that Off. Pray was visibly upset.  Off. Pray stated that “I had to shoot 
him, he was coming at me.” Off. Pray told me that he had tried to taze him. I told Off. Pray that he was 
ok. I told Off. Pray that I needed to do CPR and that Off. Pray needed to help. I could see a large knife on 
the ground on the right side of the male between the male’s waist and head. This knife was about 14-16 
inches in total length and had a long center blade and two smaller blades coming out from two sides of 
the main blade – like a trident. Off. Pray then holstered his pistol and we both approached the male on 
foot. I was putting on my nitrile gloves at that time as Off. Pray was calling for an ambulance. I approached 
on the south side of the male. I secured this trident like knife and threw it away from our area to the east. 
Off. Pray mentioned that there was a second knife. I checked the male subject’s other hand and didn’t see 
anything. The male was limp at that time. I then grabbed his right arm and flipped him onto his back  

. Upon doing this I saw . The 
male was . I also observed  

 
. I then . While doing this I recognized that this 



subject was Kevin Ruffin. I observed that Off. Pray was still upset and I asked Off. Pray to take a breath 
and take a walk to calm down. As this was occurring I heard a female voice coming from behind me that 
said (presumably to Off. Pray) “You did the right thing.” And “He attacked me.” 
 
I believe that Off. Smith had arrived on scene by that time. As I was  I was getting 

. I observed 
. During this time Off. Smith was securing the scene and restricting traffic. 

I called on the radio and advised dispatch that Mr. Ruffin  
.   

 
Off. Dietz arrived. I said . Either Off. Dietz or Off. Pray said that we should 
lift up Mr. Ruffin’s shirt. I did that and observed . I 
then . I asked Off. Dietz to  

. Off. Dietz came back with some medical supplies. I  
. Off. Dietz and myself  

. As I was  I could hear sirens approaching.  
 
I then looked up and saw my supervisor, Lt. Zempel going over by Off. Pray. Seconds later EMS arrived 
and took over care. I  and the paramedics  

. The paramedics did a medical assessment and asked me  
. The paramedics told me they were going to “call it” meaning that Mr. Ruffin was deceased. I was 

then told by the paramedics I could . The paramedics asked if anyone had an issue with 
calling the response. One of the Fire Dept. personnel on scene got Lt. Zempel for me and I advised Lt. 
Zempel that the paramedics were going to call the response. Lt. Zempel acknowledged this information.  
 
One of the Fire Dept. personnel on scene asked if a blanket could be put over Mr. Ruffin. I passed this 
request over to Off. Smith who is our evidence technician. A blanket was placed over Mr. Ruffin. 
 
I had a lot of blood on my arms at that time so I went over by the ambulance and removed my gloves and 
the paramedics or fire personnel cleaned the blood off of me.  
 
I then walked over by Off. Pray, who was standing with Lt. Zempel. Off. Smith asked me to take some 
overall photos of the scene using Off. Smith’s department issued camera. It was while doing this that I got 
a better overall understanding of what had happened. I located the second knife which was about a car 
length north east of the body and north from where Off. Pray was when I first arrived. I also located a 
tazer on the ground northwest of the body. This tazer was about two car lengths from the body.  This 
tazer had been fired as there were lead wires coming out from the cartridge. I did take overall photos of 
these items. I returned this camera back to Off. Smith. The second knife was identical to the first. 
 
I went over by my squad car for a drink of water when Lt. Zempel came over. Lt. Zempel stated that Off. 
Pray was going to go over to the Sheboygan Police Department and he asked me if I wanted to go to. I 
said that I wanted to go as well. Off. Dietz and I walked to Off. Dietz’s squad car and Off. Dietz drove me 
to the police department. Off. Pray was driven to the police department by Off. Smith.  
 
I’ve been at the police department since and began speaking to DCI S/A Alan Hunsader at approx. 12:15PM 
 
I am only aware of Mr. Ruffin through my normal course of business. At around the end of 2019 or the 
first part of 2020 I was part of a Domestic Violence Support Group and had contact with Mr. Ruffin’s 



mother C  in reference to a DV complaint. Kevin Ruffin was not part of that complaint but was there 
visiting his mother. After this information came out a day or two ago about Kevin Ruffin displaying 
disturbing behavior I pulled up a picture of him to familiarize myself with his appearance.  
 
S/A Hunsader read this report to me in its entirety. It is true and correct. I also reviewed the report in it’s 
entirety. 
 
This concluded information provided by me to S/A Hunsader. 
 
  



- -  





On Friday July 3rd, 2020 at approx.7:41AM to 7:52AM, DCI S/A Alan Hunsader telephonically interviewed 
Sheboygan Fire Department Firefighter (FF) Alexander Ebert. This interview pertained to FF Ebert’s 
observations during an officer involved shooting call on July 2nd, 2020.  
 
Upon speaking with FF Ebert, he identified himself as a firefighter with the City of Sheboygan Fire 
Department (SFD) and the ranking firefighter on the shooting scene. FF Ebert stated that he works at SFD 
station 1 and on July 2nd, he was assigned to MED-1. FF Ebert stated that his shift hours were 7:00AM to 
7:00AM. FF Ebert stated that this shooting call came in just before 6:00AM and was put out as a person 
with a gunshot wound (GSW).  
 
FF Ebert stated that when he got on scene he observed 1 male laying in the roadway and a female officer 

. FF Ebert also stated that he observed a tazer on the roadway.  
 
FF Ebert stated that when he first got up to the male in the roadway the female officer said that the patient 

. FF Ebert stated that upon 
examination,  

. FF Ebert stated that the patient  
. 

FF Ebert stated that the patient . FF Ebert described  
. FF 

Ebert stated that the female officer stated that she  
. FF Ebert stated that he then asked the responders on scene of there were any objections to calling 

this code. FF Ebert stated that after receiving no objections he called the code.  
 
FF Ebert stated that the other responders on scene were FF Lubner, Lt. Ziebel, FF Saeger and Battalion 
Chief Nicolaus. FF Ebert stated that there was a second patient – a female – who was also being treated 
by other firefighters, and this was occurring about a half a block away. FF Ebert said that these two scenes 
were treated as separate calls.  
 
FF Ebert described this call as a straight-forward GSW call and stated that he had heard that this was an 
officer involved shooting.  
 
This concluded information received from FF Ebert.   
 
 



- -  





On Friday July 3rd, 2020 at approx. 8:07AM to 8:18AM, DCI S/A Alan Hunsader telephonically interviewed 
Sheboygan Fire Department Firefighter (FF) Luke Lubner. This interview pertained to FF Lubner’s 
observations during an officer involved shooting call on July 2nd, 2020.  
 
Upon speaking with FF Lubner, he identified himself as a firefighter (FF) with the City of Sheboygan Fire 
Department (SFD). FF Lubner stated that he is assigned to Static 1, A shift, 1851-Ambulance. FF Lubner 
stated that this call came in at approximately 5:30AM and the call came in as shots fired. 
 
FF Lubner stated that he was driving the apparatus and that upon arriving on scene he saw a tazer laying 
on the ground. FF Lubner stated that he also observed a patient laying in the middle of the street with 2 
officers tending to him. One officer was a female and another unidentified officer. FF Lubner stated that 
responding fire personnel were advised while en-route that CPR was being conducted. FF Lubner stated 
that when they parked he got out and . FF Lubner stated that 
the female officer was  

. FF Lubner said that the female officer had advised that prior to our arrival she had rolled the 
patient over. FF Lubner stated that they  the patient and that  

. FF Lubner said that the patient . FF Lubner 
stated that his partner – FF Ebert . FF 
Ebert stated that treatment would not be effective. FF Lubner stated that they  and the 
code was called. FF Lubner stated that the female officer was told that she could stop  at 
that time. FF Lubner stated that the paramedics have standing protocol for that type of an event.  
 
FF Lubner identified the following additional personnel on scene: FF Ebert, Lt. Ziebell and FF Saeger. 
 
S/A Hunsader asked FF Lubner if he had any other pertinent information and FF Lubner stated that he did 
not. FF Lubner stated that he is fairly new, but that the way the call went seemed normal. FF Lubner stated 
that the PD asked for a blanket and a tarp to cover the body. FF Lubner stated that he and FF Saeger put 
the blanket over the body and all 4 FD personnel then covered the body with the tarp.  
 
This concluded information received from FF Lubner.   
 
 



- -  





On Friday July 3rd, 2020 at approx. 9:18AM to 9:25AM, DCI S/A Alan Hunsader telephonically interviewed 
Sheboygan Fire Department Firefighter (FF) Michael D’Agostino. This interview pertained to FF 
D’Agostino’s observations during an officer involved shooting call on July 2nd, 2020.  
 
Upon speaking with FF D’Agostino, he identified himself as a firefighter (FF) with the City of Sheboygan 
Fire Department (SFD). FF D’Agostino stated that he is assigned to Station 1-MED 1, but on the day of this 
call – July 2nd, he was assigned to MED 3 on the 7:00AM to 7:00AM shift.  
 
FF D’Agostino stated that the original call came in just before 6:00AM, but it wasn’t for them. FF 
D’Agostino stated that a second call for a female with cuts to her arm was for them. FF D’Agostino stated 
that they responded to this call standard non-emergency.   
 
FF D’Agostino stated that when they arrived at the scene he observed a lot of police cars. FF D’Agostino 
said that their call location was 15th and Indiana St and that the female patient was brought to them. 
 
FF D’Agostino said that he saw a body in the street with a blanket covering.  
 
FF D’Agostino described his female patient as anxious with sporadic movements. FF D’Agostino said that 
the female patient described the incident by saying that “a guy came over and got angry, and that he 
chased her beating her with metal poles in his hands. A bystander called police.” FF D’Agostino said that 
the female patient complained of her arms being hurt. FF D’Agostino stated that upon examination he  

 
  

 
FF D’Agostino stated that she was then transported to Sheboygan Memorial Hospital for additional follow-
up treatment. FF D’Agostino stated that the transport was as much to get her separated from the scene 
as anything else to help calm her down. FF D’Agostino stated that a subsequent exam in the ambulance 
was also normal. 
 
S/A Hunsader asked FF D’Agostino if he noticed anything strange during this call and he stated there was 
not.  
 
This concluded information received from FF D’Agostino.   
 
 



- -  





On Friday July  3rd, 2020 at approx. 9:26AM to 9:40AM, DCI S/A Alan Hunsader telephonically interviewed 
Sheboygan Fire Department Firefighter (FF) Joseph Cull. This interview pertained to FF Cull’s observations 
during an officer involved shooting call on July 2nd, 2020.  
 
Upon speaking with FF Cull he stated that he is a Firefighter and paramedic for the City of Sheboygan Fire 
Department. FF Cull stated that he is assigned to Fire Station 3, unit 1853. FF Cull stated that this call came 
in just before 6:00AM. FF Cull stated that the call came in to Fire Station 1 units 1861 and 1851 as a GSW 
(gun shot wound). FF Cull stated that This call was a request from the police to respond.   
 
FF Cull stated that a second call came in to respond to 15th and Indiana for a report of a female with 
injuries to her arm and wrist. FF Cull stated that he responded to this second call and that their response 
was non-emergency. FF Cull stated that when he arrived on scene he observed a female talking to a law 
enforcement officer. FF Cull believed this officer to be a Sheboygan County Sheriff’s Department Deputy. 
FF Cull described this female as being distraught. FF Cull stated that he donned his PPE and met this female 
patient by the ambulance.  
 
FF Cull stated that he looked down the street and noticed a person covered up with a blanket or a sheet 
laying flat on the street.  
 
In talking again about the female patient, FF Cull stated that the female complained of injuries to her 
hands. FF Cull stated that he did not provide care to this patient directly, but rather assisted her into the 
ambulance. FF Cull stated that the female  

. FF Cull again described this female patient’s affect as 
distraught. FF Cull stated that he is aware that this female had been a patient of theirs before and this is 
how she has presented in the past. FF Cull stated that the female patient was transported to Sheboygan 
Memorial Hospital and turned over to hospital staff for further treatment.   
 
S/A Hunsader then asked FF Cull if he noticed anything else pertinent, strange or weird while on scene 
during this call. FF Cull stated that he noticed bystanders starting to mill about near the scene and that 
the ambulance and fire truck were parked inside the cordoned off area very close to the subject on the 
ground. FF Cull stated that he thought those response vehicles were maybe parked too close. FF Cull 
stated that given the circumstances nothing else jumped out at him.  
 
FF Cull stated that he was not sure who was on that other call, but stated that the other truck that 
responded to the call for the female with them was 1873. FF Cull stated that the SFD personnel on this 
truck was Lt. Dean Bauer and Driver Adam Loose.  
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TASER REPORT 

COVER SHEET 
DATE 07/02/20 

INCIDENT # C20-10782 

TASER 
DISPLAY/DEPLOYED 

Deployed 

TIMES 

DEPLOYED 

1 

MISS DEPLOY 

DRIVE STUN 

 

AGE 32 

RACE BLACK 

SEX MALE 

MEDICAL 

TREATMENT 

YES  

OFFICERS 
INVOLVED 

PRAY—458  

ADDITIONAL  

INFO 

ON 7/2/20 AT 055629 HOURS 1 FIVE SECOND CYCLE WAS DEPLOYED. 
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#298 SHEBOYGAN CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT
INVESTIGATION NARRATIVE

Squad Number----------------------------------:
Squad Video-----------------------------------:
Digital Photos---------------------------(Y/N):
Interview Room/Booking Room Video--------(Y/N):
Handheld Philips Audio Recorded Interview(Y/N):
Written Statements-----------------------(Y/N):
Evidence---------------------------------(Y/N):
Proxy Form-------------------------------(Y/N):
Surveillance Video-----------------------(Y/N):
Cellebrite-------------------------------(Y/N):
Body Camera------------------------------(Y/N):
Domestic Related-------------------------(Y/N):
Investigation Complete-------------------(Y/N):

Has a suspect been arrested? (Y/N):
Was the suspect armed when arrested? (Y/N):
If yes, indicate weapon type:
Was force needed to make the arrest: (Y/N):
Were DRUGS a factor in this incident: (Y/N):
Was ALCOHOL a factor in this incident: (Y/N):
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Was a COMPUTER a factor in this incident: (Y/N):

#298 - 7 INITIAL COORDINATION OF THE SCENE
SHEBOYGAN CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT

INVESTIGATION NARRATIVE
Squad Number----------------------------------: 24
Squad Video-----------------------------------: NO
Digital Photos---------------------------(Y/N): NO
Interview Room/Booking Room Video--------(Y/N): NO
Handheld Philips Audio Recorded Interview(Y/N): NO
Written Statements-----------------------(Y/N): NO
Evidence---------------------------------(Y/N): NO
Proxy Form-------------------------------(Y/N): NO
Surveillance Video-----------------------(Y/N): NO
Cellebrite-------------------------------(Y/N): NO
Body Camera------------------------------(Y/N): YES
Domestic Related-------------------------(Y/N): NO
Investigation Complete-------------------(Y/N): NO

Has a suspect been arrested? (Y/N): YES
Was the suspect armed when arrested? (Y/N): YES
If yes, indicate weapon type: KNIVES
Was force needed to make the arrest: (Y/N): YES
Were DRUGS a factor in this incident: (Y/N): NO
Was ALCOHOL a factor in this incident: (Y/N): NO
Was a COMPUTER a factor in this incident: (Y/N): NO

Other Agency SFD - Alexander (Alex) J. Ebert, Sheboygan Fire Department
Paramedic

Contact - C Ruffin , , ,

Contact - T K , , ,

Contact - K Ruffin, ,

Deceased - Kevan O. Ruffin Jr,

On 7-2-20 at approximately 0551 hours, I, Lt. Zempel, responded to the area of
S. 15 Street and Indiana Avenue to assist in an Officer involved shooting
investigation. Officer Pray, who was the first Officer on scene responding to a
report of a male subject who attacked a woman with 2 knives in that area,
encountered Kevan O. Ruffin, , who was still armed with the knives and
who charged at Officer Pray attempting to attack him until Officer Pray shot
him. I took command of the scene and oversaw the initial security of the scene
and coordinated the initial investigation. I also provided a death
notification to his sister and mother. After returning to the scene, I was
relieved by Sgt. Kundinger.

Details of my involvement are as follows:
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On 7-2-20 at approximately 0551 hours, I, Lt. Zempel, was monitoring radio
transmissions as Dispatch advised that they received a call that a woman had
been attacked by a male subject with 2 knives near the intersection of S. 15
Street and Indiana Avenue. I heard Officer Pray and Officer Rotier Dispatched
to this incident, and was aware that Officers Dietz and Smith were also
responding. I heard Officer Pray advise that he arrived and would be out with
the subject near 15th and Illinois. A short while later, I heard him transmit
that shots were fired and I immediately responded to the scene.

Upon arrival I spoke briefly with Officer Pray, who told me that the subject,
identified as Kevan Ruffin, charged at him holding 2 long knives. He said that
he tried to give him commands while backing up, and even tried to deploy his
taser which was ineffective. He said that he was running backwards to try to
avoid being assaulted by Kevan, and at one point almost fell down while trying
to escape, running backwards. He said that when Kevan got close to him, which
he compared to the distance we were standing apart at the time and which I
estimated to be about 4 or 5 feet, he shot at Kevan.

Upon my arrival Officer Rotier was still providing after care to Kevan, who was
laying in the northbound lane of S. 15 Street just south of the alley. She

as Paramedics were arriving to
assist. After my conversation with Officer Pray, I spoke briefly with the
responding Paramedics who advised that Kevan was deceased.

Officer Smith was already starting to tape off the crime scene. Officer Dietz
was obtaining statements from some people near the intersection of 15th and
Indiana, who may have witnessed the incident. Shortly thereafter, several
units from the Sheboygan County Sheriff's Department arrived and began assisting
with completing the perimeter and obtaining witness statements. Lt. Spence of
Sheboygan County Sheriff's Department also began assisting with having evidence
marked for preservation. Once there were enough units for a perimeter, I asked
Officer Smith to stay with Officer Pray and had Officer Dietz stay with Officer
Rotier.

Lt. Spence requested that we determine how many rounds Off. Pray had fired to
make sure we had located all of the spent casings on the scene. At this time, I
did a weapon swap with Off. Pray, exchanging my handgun for his. After taking
custody of Off. Pray's sidearm, I removed the magazine and counted ten remaining
rounds, and the magazine holds 17. Lt. Spence later indicated they had located
all seven casings.

Shortly thereafter, I had Officer Smith transport Officer Pray to the Police
Department and also had Officer Dietz transport Officer Rotier. I spoke with
SFD personnel on scene, including one of the initial responding Paramedics, Alex
J. Ebert who told me that he and Luke Lubner, were the responding Paramedics.
He told me that when they arrived and took over care of Kevan, they

.
He told me that they

, and determined that Kevan was deceased at that time. The SFD
further assisted on scene with arranging equipment and providing tarps.

After assisting with coordination of the scene for some time, I was asked by
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Capt. Veeser to complete the death notification for Kevan's family. Det.
Rupnick and I went to Kevan's mother's home, , and knocked on
the door. I was aware that she contacted the Police Department by phone and it
was believed that she was at work, but we did not know where she worked. After
several minutes of knocking on the door, eventually Kevan's sister, K , came
downstairs to speak with Officers. Just as she did, I received a call from
C , Kevan's mother who told me that she was at work at

. I told her that I wanted to come talk to her about Kevan, and she asked
if he had died. I confirmed for her that he had, after which she became upset
and discontinued the phone call. K asked a few other questions which Det.
Rupnick and I answered, and then became upset and slammed the door, returning
into the apartment.

Det. Rupnick and I went to and met with C , as well
as a couple of friends from work, including T K , who said that she
would be taking C home with her and that we could reach C through
T 's number of , since C 's phone did not work well. I
explained the circumstances of Officer Pray's encounter with Kevan to C ,
who was very understanding. She explained that Kevan had diagnosed serious
mental illness, was on medication and had a social worker due to his mental
illness. She explained that they had recently changed his medication, which
apparently is a monthly injection. She said as a result, for the last couple of
days he had not been acting right and that she called his social worker
explaining that he was having an episode and they needed to do something about
his medications, because he was not in his right mind. C told us that
the social worker told her there was nothing they could do until Kevan broke the
law. We sent several more minutes with C to answer questions and I
offered her my card to call with any additional questions.

Det. Rupnick and I returned to the scene while investigators from DCI were
completing the investigation on scene. I was approached by SA Kevin Heimerl
from DCI, who requested to collect Off. Pray's firearm from me. I turned over
the handgun and magazine to SA Heimerl at that time.

I stood by and assisted with perimeter security arrangements while DCI continued
their investigation on scene. I was eventually relieved by Sgt. Kundinger.

End of report. LT. ZEMPEL/mmh

FACBOOK POST VIDEO SAVED TO CASE

Thu Jul 02 12:34:47 CDT 2020 - On today's date, I, Digital Evidence Manager
Wohlgemuth, was made aware of a Facebook post by Sgt. Kuszynski that was
relevant to this incident. At his request, I utilized our Camtasia software to
screen record the video and save it as digital evidence under tag 48131, stored
on the digital evidence drive. The video was saved as an mp4 file and saved
along with the camtasia project and several other files generated as part of
that project. clw338

SHEBOYGAN CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT
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INVESTIGATION NARRATIVE

#2

Squad Number----------------------------------: N/A
Squad Video-----------------------------------: N
Digital Photos---------------------------(Y/N): N
Interview Room/Booking Room Video--------(Y/N): Y
Handheld Philips Audio Recorded Interview(Y/N): N
Written Statements-----------------------(Y/N): N
Evidence---------------------------------(Y/N): N
Proxy Form-------------------------------(Y/N): N
Surveillance Video-----------------------(Y/N): N
Cellebrite-------------------------------(Y/N): N
Body Camera------------------------------(Y/N): Y
Domestic Related-------------------------(Y/N): N
Investigation Complete-------------------(Y/N): N

Has a suspect been arrested? (Y/N):N
Was the suspect armed when arrested? (Y/N):N
If yes, indicate weapon type:
Was force needed to make the arrest: (Y/N):N
Were DRUGS a factor in this incident: (Y/N):N
Was ALCOHOL a factor in this incident: (Y/N):N
Was a COMPUTER a factor in this incident: (Y/N):N

On 7/2/20 at about 0600 hrs, I, Off Anhalt, received a phone call while at home
from Capt Brasser requesting I respond to the police department, as there had
been an officer-involved shooting. I responded to the police department and met
with Det Rebecca Rupnick. After gathering items for the investigation, we
responded to S 15 St and Illinois Ave, specifically with evidence divider, to
assist in blocking the view of the general public to the deceased. That was set
up, and I proceeded to stand by with Sgt Walsh, as I had been advised that DCI
was going to be taking over the investigation and we were waiting for their
arrival. At that time, the residents of 1014 S 15 St appeared to be looking out
their windows. I then made contact with them to properly identify them, and also
to see if there was any initial information they could relay. I made contact
with S B , , , 920- cell, 920-
home. S advised that she was just about to get in the shower when she
heard what she believed to be fireworks. She made the sound "boom, boom, boom".
S was unable to give any further details, such as hearing or seeing any
events that led up to those three booms. She stated she eventually looked
outside and saw a body in the street.

I next made contact with her husband, J B , , ,
920- . J advised that at approximately 5:50 a.m. today he heard what
he first believed to be nail gun sounds coming from the area. He advised he
thought this was weird, as it was so early in the morning. J was unable to
give any further description of seeing or hearing anything else prior to that
event.

After I left that area, I was again standing by and observed two other
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individuals attempting to walk to . This area was blocked off by
caution tape. I made contact with Z Z , ,

, 920- . He was with his daughter, , ,
, 920- . Z advised that he had been contacted by his

daughter, , after the event happened and he came over to the residence.
indicated that she, for some unknown reason, had woken up from sleeping

and then heard what she believed to be one firework. She stated she did not hear
or see anything, other than the one firework. advised that her mom was
also home. Her mom identified herself as P S , ,

, 920- . P also gave a cell phone number of 920- . P
indicated she woke up at about 5:15 a.m. to go for a run. However, she stated a
short time later she heard what she believed to be fireworks and made a comment
of "bam, bam, bam". She was confused why there would be fireworks, as she
indicated it was getting light outside. She stated she decided not to go for a
run and went back to bed. P was unable to give any further description
regarding any other noises or observing anything that happened prior to hearing
the what she described as fireworks. A short time after speaking with those
three individuals, I was contacted by Capt Brasser and requested to respond to
the SPD to stand by with an individual named J M , ,

, . I was advised J was a witness to this event and was
willing to speak with a DCI agent and be interviewed by them. However, I was
advised that DCI agents were not at the police department yet and I would just
stay by him for the time being. I responded to the police department and made
contact with J in the front lobby. J was already contacted by Sgt
Kuszynski. It was explained to Jonathan that officers did not know how long a
wait it would be. He advised that was fine. I then escorted J to the soft
interview room, interview room 7. I advised him he was able to sit on the couch
if he wanted; however, he chose the chair and table.

I then stood by outside of the interview room, not wanting to interview J
prior to DCI arriving. It should be noted J left the interview room at
one point to go to the restroom, returning with me at 8:33 a.m. It should be
noted I escorted J there. At approximately 0945 hrs, J asked if he
could ask me something. I told him that was fine, and he advised he had part of
this incident on his cell phone. J placed his cell phone into airplane
mode, as he advised it was going to be dying and running out of power. I asked
him if it was all right for us to help him charge his phone, a black iPhone. It
was placed on a charger and placed on the floor, as that was the nearest outlet
to us. It should be noted at no time did I enter the phone, nor try to
manipulate the phone in any way, other than to initially charge, and then with
J 's consent later to make sure that it was still charging at that point.

At 1038 hrs, DCI Agent Carroll and Sheboygan County Sheriff Deputy Tyler
Wuestenhagen arrived and began an interview of J . At that point, the
video aspect was stopped, as DCI Agent Carroll wished to use their own recording
devices for their own investigation.

I stood outside down the hall from the area that they were interviewing in.
After a short time, Agent Carroll came over and requested about the phone, as he
had been given that information. I showed him right where the phone was still
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charging just outside of that room, and had taken custody of that phone. I stood
by with Agent Carroll, Deputy Wuestenhagen, and Mr. M , as they had looked
at Mr. M 's phone. After that, I then escorted Mr. M out of the SPD, as
his services were no longer needed by Agent Carroll. This concludes my
involvement in this case up to this point. OFF ANHALT/tms

SHEBOYGAN CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT
INVESTIGATION NARRATIVE

Squad Number----------------------------------: 10
Squad Video-----------------------------------: no
Digital Photos---------------------------(Y/N): no
Interview Room/Booking Room Video--------(Y/N): no
Handheld Philips Audio Recorded Interview(Y/N): no
Written Statements-----------------------(Y/N): no
Evidence---------------------------------(Y/N): no
Proxy Form-------------------------------(Y/N): no
Surveillance Video-----------------------(Y/N): no
Cellebrite-------------------------------(Y/N): no
Body Camera------------------------------(Y/N): yes
Domestic Related-------------------------(Y/N): no
Investigation Complete-------------------(Y/N): yes

Has a suspect been arrested? (Y/N): no
Was the suspect armed when arrested? (Y/N): n/a
If yes, indicate weapon type:
Was force needed to make the arrest: (Y/N): n/a
Were DRUGS a factor in this incident: (Y/N): no
Was ALCOHOL a factor in this incident: (Y/N): no
Was a COMPUTER a factor in this incident: (Y/N): no

7/2/20 just before 09:00 I officer Hendrikse along with officer Yang were asked
to assist on the perimeter of the crime scene.

On arrival I along with officer Yang maintained the perimeter at S 15th St and
Illinois Ave. While there I assisted with officers arriving at and leaving the
crime scene. During this time I also had conversations with citizens that were
in the area. 299

SHEBOYGAN CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT
INVESTIGATION NARRATIVE

Squad Number----------------------------------: 10
Squad Video-----------------------------------: N
Digital Photos---------------------------(Y/N): N
Interview Room/Booking Room Video--------(Y/N): N
Handheld Philips Audio Recorded Interview(Y/N): N
Written Statements-----------------------(Y/N): N
Evidence---------------------------------(Y/N): N
Proxy Form-------------------------------(Y/N): N
Surveillance Video-----------------------(Y/N):N
Cellebrite-------------------------------(Y/N):N
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Body Camera------------------------------(Y/N): Y
Domestic Related-------------------------(Y/N): N
Investigation Complete-------------------(Y/N): Y

Has a suspect been arrested? (Y/N): N
Was the suspect armed when arrested? (Y/N): N
If yes, indicate weapon type:
Was force needed to make the arrest: (Y/N): N
Were DRUGS a factor in this incident: (Y/N): N
Was ALCOHOL a factor in this incident: (Y/N): N
Was a COMPUTER a factor in this incident: (Y/N): N

On 07/02/2020, at approximately 0900 hours, I, Ofc Yang, was dispatched to S
15th St and Illinois to maintain the perimeter, along with Ofc. Hendrikse/#299.
I made contact with some of the citizens who were standing by. When my
assistance was no longer needed, I then cleared without incident.

This ends my involvement with this case. End of report.
Ofc Yang/#473

Squad 17 Unit 283 07/02/20

Evidence: No

Body Camera: Yes

On 07/02/20 at 0706, ofc McCarthy/283 was advised to provide perimeter security
around this scene. I parked my squad in the West alley, 1000 S 15th and set up
additional crime scene tape. I stood by with investigating officers processed
the scene. At times, individuals would approach the tape and shout at officers.
My body camera was recording during these encounters. I later assisted in taking
down that tape and collecting squad cones. End/283

#291 SHEBOYGAN CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT
INVESTIGATION NARRATIVE

Date: 07/02/2020 FOLLOW-UP
Location: SPD

Squad Number----------------------------------:
Squad Video-----------------------------------:
Digital Photos---------------------------(Y/N):
Interview Room/Booking Room Video--------(Y/N):
Handheld Philips Audio Recorded Interview(Y/N):
Written Statements-----------------------(Y/N):
Evidence---------------------------------(Y/N):
Proxy Form-------------------------------(Y/N):
Surveillance Video-----------------------(Y/N):
Cellebrite-------------------------------(Y/N):
Body Camera------------------------------(Y/N):
Domestic Related-------------------------(Y/N):
Investigation Complete-------------------(Y/N):
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Has a suspect been arrested? (Y/N):
Was the suspect armed when arrested? (Y/N):
If yes, indicate weapon type:
Was force needed to make the arrest: (Y/N):
Were DRUGS a factor in this incident: (Y/N):
Was ALCOHOL a factor in this incident: (Y/N):
Was a COMPUTER a factor in this incident: (Y/N):

On today's date, 07/02/2020, I, Sgt. Kundinger, arrived at the Sheboygan Police
Department and was immediately made aware of an officer involved shooting. I was
advised that Officer Pray was coming to the police department and would need to
be issued a new gun. At this point, I did retrieve a new unused firearm from the
armory which is described as a Sig Sauer P320 with serial #58J007196, as well as
three magazines and 51 new duty rounds.

I then made contact with Officer Pray and was advised that he had been given Lt.
Zempel's handgun on scene. I did collect Lt. Zempel's handgun and issued Bryan
the new handgun with serial #58J007196, along with three new magazines with 51
rounds of 9 mm Luger 147 grain HST tactical ammunition.

I then responded to the scene and returned Lt. Zempel's handgun to him.

At this time, I did remain on scene as crowd control until the Wisconsin
Department of Justice advised that the scene could be taken down. I assisted in
breaking down the exterior perimeter and then cleared the scene. This ends my
involvement in this case.

End of report. Sgt. KUNDINGER/mlm

SHEBOYGAN CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT
INVESTIGATION NARRATIVE

On 07/23/20, this investigation in connection with the aggravated assault of
, , has been exceptionally cleared, death of

offender. The suspect, Kevan O. Ruffin Jr., , died as a result deadly
force delivered by Officer Bryan Pray, who was dispatched to this incident. The
Wisconsin Department of Justice Division of Criminal Investigation conducted the
related investigation. Details and that report are attached to C20-10782.
Captain Brasser
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SHEBOYGAN CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT
INVESTIGATION NARRATIVE

Squad Number----------------------------------:
Squad Video-----------------------------------:
Digital Photos---------------------------(Y/N): Y
Interview Room/Booking Room Video--------(Y/N): Y
Handheld Philips Audio Recorded Interview(Y/N):
Written Statements-----------------------(Y/N):
Evidence---------------------------------(Y/N): N
Proxy Form-------------------------------(Y/N): N
Surveillance Video-----------------------(Y/N): N
Cellebrite-------------------------------(Y/N): N
Body Camera------------------------------(Y/N): Y
Domestic Related-------------------------(Y/N): N
Investigation Complete-------------------(Y/N): N

Has a suspect been arrested? (Y/N): N
Was the suspect armed when arrested? (Y/N): Y
If yes, indicate weapon type:
Was force needed to make the arrest: (Y/N): Y
Were DRUGS a factor in this incident: (Y/N): N
Was ALCOHOL a factor in this incident: (Y/N): N
Was a COMPUTER a factor in this incident: (Y/N): N

Attachment: Yes/ DCI reports

On 07/02/2020, Sheboygan Police Officer Bryan Pray utilized deadly force
resulting in the death of Kevan O. Ruffin, , in the area of Indiana
Ave. and S. 15th Street in the City of Sheboygan. The Wisconsin Department of
Justice Division of Criminal Investigation conducted the related investigation.
The investigative report is attached. Additional details under related case
C20-10782. Captain Brasser
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